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FONT GUIDELINES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Avenir 40pt #FF9D0A 

Use to denote Main Pages (which appear in the navigation bar) 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 100px + vertical offset 200 px  

 

Avenir Light 13pt #414141 

Line Spacing customized at 1.3 for body text and 1.1 for lists 

Use for body text on all pages; fixed width of 550px 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 100px  

+ vertical offset 250 px (only on Main Pages)  

 

Avenir Light 14pt #414141 (unselected) + #FF9D0A (hover) + #E6EAF5 (clicked) 

Navigation menu found on every page except for the HOME page 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 100px + vertical offset 50 px  

 

Avenir 30pt #414141 

Use to denote Subpages 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 150px + vertical offset 200 px  

 

Avenir Light 14pt #414141 

Use to denote project details under the Subpage Header 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 150px + vertical offset 230 px  

 

Avenir Light bolded 14pt #414141 (regular) + #FF9D0A (hover) 

Use for the INTRODUCTION – IDEA – DETAILS buttons 

Pin settings: horizontal offset 100px 

 



 
 

 IMAGE GUIDELINES 

 

 

  Throughout the site, images and text are divided, with images tiled in a gallery on the right section of the screen. Images are not pinned so that the user can scroll through them. 

On the pages with an INTRODUCTION – IDEA – DETAILS layout, the images have an added element of interactivity where they will darken/recolor depending on which text 

subsection you are on. The layers required to make this interactivity work are outlined below:   

1. The top layer is a copy of the image you want to display 

with the “Darken” filter applied. It should be placed under the 

“Regular” tab on a hover box. Under the properties tab, it 

should be renamed “img#bw” with # representing a number 

that you use to keep track of the image in the code. If the 

image is associated with the INTRODUCTION tab, make sure 

you have “Hidden on load” selected in the Properties menu. 

2. The “Hover” tab should have an unfiltered copy of the 

original image. It should have a “Pop-up when clicked” setting 

selected under the settings tab. All of this image layering 

does add more load time, so if you can create an easy to 

implement solution that achieves the same interactivity, go 

for it! 

3. Underneath the hover box is the untouched version of the 

image you want to display. Although it doesn’t need a specific 

name under its Properties menu, I recommend naming it 

“img#” for organizational purposes, where the # is the same 

value as “img#bw” 



 
 

CODE BREAKDOWN 
 

Most of the website is made up of drag and drop elements. However, some JavaScript has been added to increase interactivity. This is most evident in the pages that have the “INTRODUCTION – IDEA – DETAILS” text breaks.  

Here is the basic code for these pages:  
 
 
// For full API documentation, including code examples, visit http://wix.to/94BuAAs 
 
 //make text collapse and reappear – DO NOT CHANGE 
 function toggleFold(index) { 
  let $fold = $w('#txt' + index); 
  if ($fold.collapsed) { 
   $fold.expand(); 
  } 
  else { 
   $fold.collapse(); 
  } 
  [1,2,3] 
  .filter(idx => idx !== index) 
  .forEach(idx => { 
   $w('#txt' + idx).collapse(); 
  }); 
 } 
  
 //make the images recolor 
 function imageRecolor(index) { 
  if (index === 1) { 
   //put the darkened layer that you want to hide here:  
   $w('#img1bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img2bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img3bw').hide('fade'); 
   //all darkened images go here 
   $w('#img4bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img5bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img6bw').show('fade'); 
    
   //button code – DO NOT CHANGE 
   $w('#button1').hide(); 
   $w('#buttonorange1').show(); 
   $w('#button2').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange2').hide(); 
   $w('#button3').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange3').hide(); 
  } 
 
  else if (index === 2) { 
   //recolor 
   $w('#img2bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img4bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img6bw').hide('fade'); 
   //darken 
   $w('#img1bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img3bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img5bw').show('fade'); 

    
   //button code – DO NOT CHANGE 
   $w('#button1').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange1').hide(); 
   $w('#button2').hide(); 
   $w('#buttonorange2').show(); 
   $w('#button3').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange3').hide(); 
  } 
 
  else (index === 3) { 
   //recolor 
   $w('#img4bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img5bw').hide('fade'); 
   $w('#img6bw').hide('fade'); 
   //darken 
   $w('#img1bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img2bw').show('fade'); 
   $w('#img3bw').show('fade'); 
    
   //button code – DO NOT CHANGE 
   $w('#button1').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange1').hide(); 
   $w('#button2').show(); 
   $w('#buttonorange2').hide(); 
   $w('#button3').hide(); 
   $w('#buttonorange3').show(); 
  }  
 } 
  
   

//running the above code when the above sections are clicked – DO NOT CHANGE  
export function button1_click(event) { 
 toggleFold(1); 
 imageRecolor(1); 
} 
  
 
export function button2_click(event) { 
 toggleFold(2); 
 imageRecolor(2); 
} 
 
export function button3_click(event) { 
 toggleFold(3); 
 imageRecolor(3); 
} 

  

This code controls the 

collapsing body text under 

each subsection and should 

not be changed 

This code controls what happens to 

the images when the 

INTRODUCTION section is selected.  

This code controls what happens to 

the images when the IDEA section is 

selected.  

This code controls what happens to 

the images when the DETAILS 

section is selected.  

This code makes sure that the above 

functions actually run when the 

different INTRODUCTION – IDEA – 

DETAIL sections are selected. This 

does not need to be changed 

This code changes the colors of the 

INTRODUCTION – IDEA – DETAILS 

button headings that are selected  



 
 

MOBILE LAYOUT 
 

Wix has not perfected its mobile website optimizer, so here are a few things that must be kept in mind when transferring your layout to mobile: 

 

     

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Anything that was pinned on the main pages or placed 

within a container box will automatically be “Hidden” 

on the mobile version, so you must manually make the 

elements visible when transferring elements to your 

mobile site.  

Hover selections isn’t really a feature is translatable to 

mobile functionality. Thus, when transferring layouts, 

there is no need to make both the hover and un-

hovered options visible. (You should have just one 

button version and one image version that pop up) 
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100 px The Page Header includes the logo 

and a sandwich menu as the main 

form of navigation  

All Title Headers, additional 

information, and body text can 

appear aligned right after each other 

The mobile website has recorded 

much less traffic than the desktop 

version, so the layout doesn’t have 

to be exact between all pages. 

However, the Header – Title – 

Information – Text – Images order 

should be maintained throughout 

the website 

Each image is 280px wide in order to 

maintain visual continuity while 

scrolling. Images should also be their 

true color (with no Darken filter or 

hover box overlaid)  



 
 

TIPS + TRICKS
These are just some useful tips I discovered while working on the website:  

• The simplest way to make sure a new page that is consistent with other pages is to just duplicate a 

similar page from the Manage Pages section 

o This preserves the properties of the text boxes and buttons on the left side of the image, so 

you don’t have to worry about making sure the code works for this section 

o Doing this also ensures that everything is already properly aligned 

o The images on the right will still have to be changed and fixed according to the Image 

Guidelines, however.  

o When you duplicate a page, make sure you properly retitle it and fix the Page SEO so that the 

page link also matches 

• Make sure that Subpages and other pages which you don’t want to appear in the Navigation Menu 

are “Hidden” 

• When labeling images that recolor and darken, it’s easiest to label them in the order that they appear 

on the page 

o For organizational purpose, you can then create a table on a sheet of paper where each of the 

images associated with an INTRODUCTION – IDEA – DETAILS section is listed out 

o This will make it easier to update the code in the Developer Console that controls when an 

image is darkened/reappears 

o All of the Darkened images associated with INTRODUCTION should always have “Hidden on 

Load” selected 

• Always double check the mobile version of a page after you’ve made a change to the desktop site 

because Wix likes to reset layouts 

• An easy way to lay everything out on the mobile version is to make all necessary elements visible, and 

then using the optimize now feature to automatically place everything 

o This tool isn’t perfect, so you will still have to make manual adjustments so that everything is 

aligned and in the proper order 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION IDEA DETAILS 

1, 2, 6 1, 3, 4 2, 5, 6 

1 2 

3 

6 5 4 



 
 

• Don’t worry about how everything shows up in the Wix website editor, especially If it seems like text 

is running off the page or that all of the images look darker than they should be. Wix shows you 

everything at once and at various transparency levels when you’re in the editor, but setting the page 

up correctly will make sure that only what’s necessary will show up 

o If you would like to edit text that is pinned but you can’t scroll down through it, you can unpin 

the white container box that all text is laid out on and then try editing it 

 Make sure to re-pin the container box with 0px vertical offset and 0px horizontal 

offset 

• The design of the landing page and blog pages are still open to change, so feel free to experiment and 

see the best layouts are 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REMAINING TO-DO
 

Odds and ends that still need to be completed for the current iteration of the website: 

□ Finalize the landing page 

□ Upload blog content 

□ Stylize the blog pages 

□ Link the newsletter form on the Contact page 

□ Decide whether “Darken” or “Lighten” is best for filtered images 

□ Add a tooltip to all interactive images on the Project pages 

o i.e. “Explore the sections on the left to reveal more images” 

□ Rename images and add Alt text descriptions for accessibility  

□ Optimize the page’s SEO 

 

Other tasks that should be considered: 

□ Project organization -  which projects should be displayed and in what order? 

□ Does copy need to be rewritten for any pages? 

□ Are there better images that should be used in each project? 

 

 

 




